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                Your entry point to Denmark’s green transition

                  State of Green is your one-stop shop to 600+ Danish solution providers. We connect you with Danish players driving the global transition to a sustainable, low-carbon, resource-efficient society 

                
        
        
        
              

    

  

      
      
        
      
    

  


  
        

                                    
    
        
          
            

              
                From challenge to opportunity

                State of Green’s work is built on international partnerships, solutions, and insights within energy, water, cities, and circular economy.

Through decades of experience, Denmark has turned challenges within these four areas into opportunities. We are here to help you do the same.
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                Listen to Sound of Green: Stories from Denmark’s green transition

                Listen to our podcast series, in which we explores Danish perspectives on the challenges of the global green transition. Through decades of experience, Denmark has turned many of these challenges into opportunities. By sharing these experiences, we hope to help you do the same.
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                Explore Denmark's green value chains

                Dive into our digital visualisation of Denmark’s green value chains, and discover companies and organisations that specialise in water- and wind-related technology, research, and innovation.

                                  Explore the value chains here
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                Discover publications on Denmark's green sectors

                Download our white papers and magazines with valuable insights into methods, tools and state-of-the art solutions across different green sectors in Denmark and around the world.

                                  Explore the publications here
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              We match your challenges with sustainable solutions
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                    Explore +1600 solutions

                    Find inspiration to solve your green challenge among more than 1600 featured solutions, R&D projects, and policy initiatives provided by our solution providers. 
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                    Find your future solution provider

                    Connect with +600 organisations, companies, utilities, research institutions, financial institutions, and public sector stakeholders to help solve your challenge.
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        Køge Nord Sustainable Site Development with Climate Adaptation and Biodiversity as Tools

        9 April 2024
      

              The new, urban area Køge Nord will develop into one of Greater Copenhagen’s new sustainable neighborhoods with a strong green identity. The 130-hectare area will evolve over the coming years into a diverse district with office buildings near the station, housing, and innovative businesses.
The
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        Climate COP
      

      

    

    
      
        Phoenix Design Aid is nominated to “Årets SMV” in the category “ESG frontrunner”

        9 April 2024
      

              In February 2023, Phoenix Design Aid received the great news that the company has been nominated as “Årets SMV” (SME of the Year) in the category “ESG frontrunner”.
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        Creation of a youth development center on Mount Kilimanjaro

        9 April 2024
      

              PDAid Foundation, supported by Danish design and communication agency Phoenix Aid Design, and its Kenya-based partner Kilimanjaro Initiative are setting up a center dedicated to youth empowerment at the foot of Mount Kilimanjaro – a hub where youth and experts can identify ways to best support disenfranchised communities. 
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        One step closer to a Danish hydrogen backbone

        9 April 2024
      

              Following the new political agreement on the financing framework for a Jutlandic hydrogen backbone, an important step is being taken towards leveraging Denmark's wind energy potential while bolstering European green hydrogen supply security. With this framework in place, the government stands ready to allocate state funding, contingent upon the fulfillment of specific market criteria.
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        A Wetland Purifying Water

        4 April 2024
      

              Everenden in Odense
In the vicinity of Odense, a newly established wetland not only adds to the natural beauty but also serves the purpose of pre-cleaning the drainage water from the surrounding fields and the rain water from the residential areas.
The site, already a favorite among locals, boasts t
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        Carbon capture, storage and utilisation
      

      

    

    
      
        Great potential for storing CO2 in the Danish underground

        26 March 2024
      

              According to the National Geological Survey for Denmark and Greenland, Denmark's underground has the potential to store CO2 emissions hundreds of times the nation's annual output, making it one of the most promising locations for CO2 storage in Europe.
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      Solution provider

      Friis & Moltke Architects

      
        Friis & Moltke Architects is Denmark's leading architectural firm within the energy sector. In the FM Energy department, we handle standalone projects as well as large-scale energy clusters. We offer consultancy services for the design, planning, communication, and visualization of energy projects. Our expertise is rooted in an interdisciplinary understanding and bridge-building between experts and specialists.
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      Solution provider

      Half Double Institute

      
        Are you looking to reach higher impact at a faster pace with your projects? Then contact us to learn more about how you can leverage the Danish-developed project management methodology Half Double.
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      Solution provider

      INNO-CCUS

      
        We are a mission-driven partnership dedicated to advancing carbon capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS) technologies. 

Representing more than 80 partners, we foster innovation and collaboration within the CCUS ecosystem.
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      Solution provider

      a:gain ApS

      
        We develop, produce and deliver upcycled circular building elements and interior products at scale for B2B clients. We substitute existing high-emmiting products, reduce raw material consumption, and remove waste streams using novel production processes backed by advanced digital infrastructure.
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      Solution provider

      BioCirc Group

      
        BioCirc owns and operates eight biogas plants in Denmark, representing one of the largest biogas productions globally, and with several plants in the pipeline, we expect to continue our growth in the years ahead.
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      Solution provider

      SCALGO

      
        SCALGO Live is a web-based platform used by engineers, landscape architects, urban planners, biologists and more to create better and more sustainable environments with space for water.
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      Solution provider

      WE BUILD DENMARK

      
        WE BUILD DENMARK is the national cluster organisation for the building and construction sector in Denmark.
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      Solution provider

      AquaGreen ApS

      
        You get a future proof solution for sludge management with AquaGreens unique HECLA technology. Get rid of all your organic pollutants, reduce your sludge handling cost and become carbon negative and energy positive.
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      Solution provider

      Green Deal Flow

      
        Green Dealflow is an industry specialist in finding and matching developers with renewable energy investors. 
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      Solution provider

      Windpal

      
        Site Investigation:  Geotechnical & geophysical surveys in Asian wind energy markets

Site Construction: crane & wind turbine pre-assembly support, turbine services in Japan & Korea
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  Subscribe to our newsletter.

  Keep up to date with our latest news and insights by subscribing to our weekly international newsletter
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